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Why are you here?

What is your intention 

for this program?



What is a rainbow and 
what does it look like?



Arc-shaped

Reflects light

Red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, indigo, violet

Has a pot of gold at the 
end of it





Who are we 
and why are we here?



Your multi-layered Self

Physical

Emotional

Mental

Spiritual



We all are souls

Connected to joy, peace and love
Naturally good

Eternal
Divinely connected

Multi-faceted
Always evolving

Whole



Knowing your children 
as souls

Knowing your self as a soul

Having a soul to soul relationship

Looking at problems in terms of soul healing

Involving the Divine in your life



What is mental 
health distress?



Chemical imbalance?
Taken over by an external force?

Deficit in development?
Unfavorable environment?

Deficit in character?
Residue from the soul’s history?



Deficit in character?
Residue from the soul’s history?

We don’t believe that anyone is inherently deficient in 
character (it’s like saying they’re “cursed”). However, 

everyone is an eternal soul, already a somebody when 
born into this place and time where we know them.

This somebody brings in both strengths and weaknesses 
acquired in other lifetimes, plus woundedness that may 
strongly influence how they react to the world around 

them - especially in children who have not yet 
developed the cognitive ability to understand how the 

world works.



Making sense of 
suffering

Evolutionary process - fulfilling one’s purpose

We choose challenges for learning and growth (it’s not 

a “punishment”)

Healing woundedness from the past

If conditions are unfavorable for healing soul-level 
issues, then it shows up as pathology and dis-ease.



Soul (energy) 
imbalance



Soul

ETERNAL SOUL

EMBODIED SOUL



fff

ETERNAL SOUL

EMBODIED SELF

Fear / anxietyHopelessness

Mental health distress
Anger

Trauma



Multidimensionality

“[Multidimensionality is] the capacity of each embodied 
being to exist within different levels or dimensions of 
consciousness simultaneously, and to hold different 

views of reality about situations, events, or persons….”

“We are multi-dimensional beings living in a 
three-dimensional reality and we think we have a full 

sense of reality.”

- GurujiMa



Meditation



The process of spiritual purification

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OsyT1DFcxaU


Purification

Purification is part of every spiritual path and 
knows no religion of its own. It is the means by 

which the “false” self is let go of, so that one’s true 
self can govern life more fully. In order to do this, a 
partnership is formed between human effort and 

divine action. 

- GurujiMa



Purification

Consciousness
Energies

Transmutation of Emotions
Integration



fff EMBODIED SELF

ETERNAL SOUL



Development of the 
embodied soul

FROM TO

Strife, competition Peace, collaboration

Hatred, suspicion Love, trust

Self-centered Unity consciousness

Despair Hope, joy

Reliance on thoughts and 
feelings

Intuition, higher awareness

Living in past and future Embracing the present



What helps?
Expression: Music, art, movement, etc.

Play
Time in nature

Loving relationship
Healthy diet and practices

Spiritual practices
Purposeful work 



Imagine that you are a 
brilliant star, with endless 
capacity to shine your 
love and goodness. 

Describe yourself as a 
star. What are you here 
to bring to the earth?



Sharing and Questions



Ways to get involved
Join mailing list

Healing session, in person or online
Soul embodiment workbook sessions

Healing circles



Thank you
for joining us today
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